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“People will forget what you said, people will 

forget what you did, but people will never 

forget how you made them feel”

Warm Greeting From

Chance Global Solutions

We aim our products and services towards the 

audience engagement by means of Interactive 

and experiential technologies.



About Us 

Chance Global Solutions is a company based from Bangalore found by a team of professionals with rich

expertise in advertising, marketing and event management. We focus on branding opportunity,

customizing events by delivering the most innovative options to accelerate the business and pleasure.

Our primary mission is to provide a wide range of services with upcoming big things for the emerging

individuals and business sectors ensuring that every campaign, event, or project is a complete success.

We are customer oriented committed to deliver the highest level of customer services by projecting a

different vision to all our clients to experience the best and go for the best.



Why 
Choose 

Us?

A

B

C

We keep our prices straight forward and keep our reviews

straight talking. We guarantee the price for the product quality

and you can't find the cheap ones in our range.

From the moment you first visit us, we will make sure your

experience gets good as it gets, we will give you all the info and

user reviews that explain why people come back to us.

Honesty is always our policy, we will give you clear 
commitments and genuine services. We make sure our people 
enjoy what they do and work with can do attitude that you can 
always count on.



Our Offerings 

We provide number of services for any individual, institutes or any corporate organization. We have

diversified our portfolio providing exclusives services Like Interactive Displays, Experiential Technologies

and Event Management Solutions. We are a emerging name for bringing in the most innovative ideas

when it comes to unique brand promotions by using the latest visual technologies. Several solutions we

offer for advertising or events can bring more possibilities that can turn any static activity dynamically by

engaging individuals of all age groups to play with the brand or theme anywhere either on a stage , a Vip

lounge or a corporate lobby. Our solutions can immerse anyone in a new experience of Interactive

audiovisual effects that can significantly enhance their overall activities they dance, play , work and

above all have some fun.
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3D Interactive Floor 
➢ Interactive 3D Floor projection display system comes with a series of features that makes a favorite

solution for both advertising and events by engaging individuals of all age to play with it.
➢ It comes with an integration of software and hardware with multiple varieties of content which

Interactive floor can be customized based on the requirement whether it could be for brand
promotion

➢ Event entry or a game for children’s and many more possibilities that can turn any static display into a
dynamic environment that responds to peoples movement.



Digital Graffiti Wall 
➢ A state of the art digital graffiti solution designed and developed for the events and entertainments

industry, using bespoke software to replicate the urban graffiti experience without the mess or toxic
fumes.

➢ Our technology-packed graffiti cans allow you to paint directly onto the digital graffiti wall, creating
your very own works of art, whatever your skill level. You can use one of our fantastic custom stencils
to make your mark. Special effects give your work the look and feel of real graffiti and each design can
be saved from the digital graffiti wall, uploaded to social media, emailed, or used to create mementos
such as T-shirts, mugs or stickers. So let loose your inner Banks and get creating!



Fog screen Display 
➢ Fog Screen projection screen produces a thin curtain of “dry” fog that serves as a translucent

projection screen, displaying images that literally float in the air.

➢ It’s as simple as it is stunning. With the use of ordinary tap water and digital technology, Fog Screen
projection screen enables projected images to literally float in the air, creating a brand new medium to
captivate and fascinate audiences. You can walk right through a Fog Screen projection screen without
getting wet. The microscopic fog droplets actually feel dry to the touch, just like air.



Gesture Based Kinect Display
➢ Kinect system is a hardware + software solution for interactive advertising, exhibition, education, etc.

It provides a direct way of interacting with customers that to make your products Eye-catching and
appealing

➢ Kinect can be integrated to various display medium like LCD TV, LED Screen, Video wall or just an AV
Screen, controlling images, games or content with body gestures can literally leave anyone stunned,
which is why Kinect Technology is used so often for various product launches, trade shows, retail
stores, offices, museums and other venues..



Augmented Reality
➢ This is one of the latest and most increasingly popular solutions which can be used to show a evolving

3D animation on a large LED Screen. This novel product can create an immersive experience for your
customers and clients, which allows them to engage more with your product. This technology cannot
only be used for advertising and brand promotional, but can also be used as an educational tool in
schools or simply add value to the entertainment Industry.

➢ Our System makes it possible for people to see themselves interact with 3D virtual animation in a
monitor or a projector display . If you want to find a way to promote your products or display
information, Augmented Reality must be the best choice to grab the attentions.



Virtual Mannequin
➢ virtual mannequin. A video of a Model (or object) is recorded and

an acrylic cut - out is created using the outline of the subjects shape
and size. Imported Rear Projection Film is applied to the laser cut
acrylic, calculating the distance and subjects size , suitable
projections are done to create life like model.

➢ A projector is placed behind, and connected to your computer
media player, mapping your video in the front side. Directional
hidden speakers play the sound, we can also use vfx or animations
to enhance the visual to have a talking model- that never needs a
break!



Selfie Slingshot

➢ Guests will be given touch screen enabled digital slingshots to

interact.

➢ They will click a selfie, share what they feel about the event and

slingshot the message towards the huge digital message board.

➢ The message appears like a paint ball splash with guest’s picture,

name and message.

➢ We can also extend the same activity using our custom features

post activity with Instant photo printouts with logo and event

memorable.



Excitement Meter

➢ This is the real test to measure how excited all the attendees are

(especially after few drinks).

➢ The motion detector camera will measure the excitement level of

a participant based on his/her movements on the dance floor.

➢ A participant needs to jump/dance as vigorously as possible as

loud music gets played.

➢ The most active one will be adjudged the most excited one

through a graphic interface which rates them from ‘little excited’

to ‘insanely excited’



Virtual Paparazzi 

➢ A walk through tunnel/enclosure was created wherein sidewalls

were projected video screens showing prerecorded video of fans

waiting to click photos of the attendees.

➢ On arrival of each Guest these virtual fans cheered and welcome

them while clicking pictures ala Paparazzi.



Peddle to Light up

➢ As the user start cycling the device will detect the speed by

calculating the number of rotation per minute.

➢ We have a custom made hardware device which will attach to

the wheels of the cycle. The speed will be sent to the computer

which makes the calculations and send the signals to hardware

system to fill the beer or lighten up the logo.

➢ Users need to peddle the cycle as the user speed increases the

bottle start filling up. Else we can have company logo where as

the cycles speed increases the logo start lighten up and the

winner will get goodie.



360 Video Booth

➢ All the guests will be able to click their 360 degree

videos as they stand and pose and our camera does

the rest.

➢ Guests will come and get their 360 degree videos

clicked and these short clips will then be uploaded

onto their social media accounts.

➢ The videos can also have custom brand logo and

jingles of the advert if any to add more recall value to

the activity.



Photo Booth

➢ We’ll set up Photo Booths wherein Guests/visitors/Delegates will

come to our booth, pose in front of the screen and get

clicked with your event themed layout and post their pictures

real time on their connected FB/Twitter accounts.

➢ An event album is created on their FB accounts and every pic has

the customized caption with a link/hashtag.

➢ Every pic is posted with a custom superimposed frame.



Virtual Reality

➢ Virtual Reality experience which you can experience with two

controllers to experience the new world.

➢ It provides an immersive experience to the user as the user gets

totally indulged into the virtual environment.

➢ We can create custom experiences as per the brand and client

requirements and offer solutions accordingly.

➢ Our most popular VR gaming stations are really mind blogging for

any occasion.



Tweet Cafe

➢ A selection of goodies, coffee and other food items will be kept in
multiple boxes. A number and a hashtag would be given to each
of these boxes.

➢ It attracts crowd by providing surprise gift when people tweet
using the provided hashtag. The user simply has to tweet the
hashtag with the desired order number. An electronic queuing
system would be set up to notify the visitors about their orders.

➢ The door opens when an order is arrived and the visitor can
receive it. This activity can create social media buzz and helps
your campaign to go viral.



Chroma Booth

➢ Chroma Booth makes an image from the ground up to
fit your event. We find on create unique digital
Backdrops, design light to match it, and use custom
built apps to create a high quality experience as well as
a production quality image.

➢ We are part photographers, part builders, part geeks.
All these come to play when you take people and throw
them into an open air booth and produce flattering
green screen images in seconds.

➢ Out of the booth and onto one of our share stations.
You can see your photos, share them on social media
and print the ones you like.



Mind Wave Technology

➢ Using a special sensor called neurosky, participant has to wear
that sensor on head.

➢ By measuring the alpha, beta and gamma wavelength with eye
blinks using neuro sensors we can capture concentrations levels

➢ By measuring the instantaneous concentrations of the
participants, we can work on exciting event ideas where we
could move objects (objects can be anything like bike, car, food
or Merchandise).

➢ Exciting Competition between two or more and much more
ideas can be developed as per the theme or the brand.



Wordart Photobooth

➢ Create portraits and faces with words of your choice with our

custom Wordart Photobooth

➢ Wordart photobooth is an fun photobooth concept where the

participants portrait is constructed using just words!

➢ The words can be pre-determined or can be customized for each

activity using which their portrait is created.

➢ The application can be customized with client branding, in-photo

frames and application personalizations. It is perfect for Product

Lunches, Corporate events, Brand activations and Experiential

Marketing.



Giff Booth

➢ Visitors would pose in front of a camera installed screen.

➢ The screen will click multiple pictures of the visitors and compile

them to form a .gif image.

➢ We intend to basically capture their energy in action and socially

Connect to their friends out there.

➢ Once the photos are clicked we can have the boomerang giff

conversion with custom branding and shared on email and social

media.



Live Photo Mosaic Booth

➢ Our Photo Mosaic products elevate event and marketing

campaigns by visually connecting people through branded photo

compilations.

➢ Creates jaw-dropping digital & physical mosaics from live

event photos in real-time; using an exclusive, state-of-

the-art algorithm.

➢ The Photo Mosaic Wall automatically prints photos as

stickers. Guests can engage in the interactive experience

by placing their photo stickers on the mosaic board.



For us, it's not just work, we take pride
in the solutions we deliver. We
encourage each others to achieve
excellence in all endeavors and we are
not satisfied until the projects meet our
own personal high standards.

Our Approach

Till date, we have successfully
completed hundreds of orders including,
Hiring of Display Products, Importing
Technology Products , Exporting them
and executing complex projects with
ultimate precision.

Our Experience

We have developed a Rapid action
framework in our business process to
understand the customer needs precisely
which allows us to quickly prototype the
requirements, manufacture or source
them and deliver it to you globally.

Our Abilities

Not only you receive world class products
and services but will also gain a partner
who will do everything to ensure your
requirements are met, we are a no-
nonsense team and will always respond
promptly when you need us.

Our Support



Word art Photo 

Booth

Upcoming New Introductions 

Artificial Intelligence

Magic Mirrors

Time Freeze

Life size Hologram

Projection

Light Painting

Interactive story 

wall Projection
3D Holofan



As one of the leading chain of Maternity and Child
care hospitals of India, Cloud nine is a symbol of
excellence in specialized hospitals for women and
kids , They chose Interactive floor display solutions
for their hospitals just to create an environment for
kids at the doctor consultation areas to ward of the
feelings of fear among kids due to vaccinations and
induce some fun gaming, entertaining elements to
create the ambience by making the environment
kids friendly .

Case Study 1 – Interactive Floor Games  



The Impact of using our state of the art fog screen display
technology left the audience spell bounded at the launch
of Bajaj Discover 150 cc bike at Bangalore.

The event comprised of Bajaj customers dealers and
media representatives to experience this unique launch
as the idea was to bring this launch with a monsoon
theme for which our fog screen concept created a
spectacular projection display medium in thin air, bringing
out the dazzling "Ek Naya Josh" Tagline more
immpressively and the bike was driven out of this display
, which jazzed up the entire event space. we thank for the
entire effort that was wonderfully supervised, serviced
and supported by our partners Spinx Adonis,Pune.

Case Study 2 – Bajaj Discover launch using Fog Screen



The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. is a leading global
investment banking, securities and investment
management firm that provides a wide range of financial
services globally.

Innovation has always been highly valued and to amply
the ambience and introduce state of the art edutainment
facility for their new campus at Bangalore, They equipped
with an Interactive Wall display system which will be used
by expact kids. These displays showcase entertaining
elements and impactful learning materials at the same
time combing both as educative games . A specially
unforgettable visual learning experience is created using
multiple effects provided by the Interactive Wall system.

Case Study 3 – Goldman Sachs using Interactive wall 



01
To create ideal zone to make
contacts and friends over the
course of event.

02
A blend of physical + digital
activations resulting in
novel experience.

03
By going unique will put up a 

genre-busting, path breaking, 

social advertising festival.

04
To create a platform with a
series of fun activities for all
the attendees.

Why they use us



And many more……..



Thank You


